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Abstract The G3-PCX genetic algorithm is compared with hybrid
meta-heuristic approaches for solving the forward kinematics prob-
lem of the 6-6 general parallel manipulator. The G3-PCX shows
improvements in terms of accuracy, response time and reliability.
Several experiments confirm solving the given problem in less than
1 second. It also reports all the 16 unique real solutions which
are verified by an exact algebraic method. This opens the way to
simulation and certification applications.

1 Introduction

Solving the parallel manipulator forward kinematics problem (FKP) with
genetic algorithms (GA) was initially achieved on the 3-RPR manipulators
where they were shown slower than Newton-Raphson’s method (Boudreau
and Turkkan, 1995). However, Newtons method can be plagued by Ja-
cobian inversion failure, problematic convergence and numeric instabilities.
Later, the Gough platform (SSM) FKP was solved with GAs, (Omran et al.,
2008a), and the general 6-6 hexapod FKP was first solved with GAs by
(Rolland and Chandra, 2009) where the pivot mutation operator was in-
troduced. Using Wright’s heuristic crossover and non-uniform mutation,
several solutions could be found. Combination of GAs with simulated an-
nealing improved performance, (R. Chandra and Rolland, 2009).

The main contribution of this paper is the application of an efficient
evolutionary algorithm (G3-PCX) in solving completetly the FKP of the
general 6-6 parallel manipulator to an acceptable precision. The selected
FKP has 16 distinct real solutions confirmed by an exact algebraic method,
(Rolland, 2007).
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The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, the FKP formulation is
reviewed and the equation system conversion into an optimisation problem
is studied. Section 3 gives a brief overview of developments in genetic algo-
rithms. Section 4 presents the experiments, the results and their analysis.
Section 5 concludes the paper and suggests directions for future research.

2 The Forward Kinematics Problem Formulation

This article studies the 6-6 parallel manipulator FKP, Figure 1, and which
is defined as: g iven the joint positions, find the generalised coordinates of
the manipulator end-effector.

The mechanical configuration parameters are, OAO, the base joint coor-
dinates in O (the base reference frame), and CBC , the mobile platform joint
coordinates in C (the mobile platform reference frame). The kinematics
model variables are the actuator coordinates li and end-effector coordinates
X, the end-effector position and orientation.

Figure 1. The 6-6 parallel manipulator

Vectorial Formulation of the Basic Kinematics Model

Containing as many equations as variables, vectorial formulation constructs
an equation system as a closed vector cycle between the following points:
Ai, Bi, O and C. The distance between Ai and Bi is set to li.
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The mobile platform is positioned by 3 distinct points selected as the
3 joint centres B1, B2, B3, (Rolland, 2005). The 9 variables are set as :
OBi|O = [xi, yi, zi] for i = 1 . . . 3. One reference frame b1 is precisely located
on B1. The unit vectors u1, u2 and u3 represent the new non-Cartesian
frame axes, defined by:

u1 =
CB1CB2|O

||CB1CB2|O ||
, u2 =

CB1CB3|O

||CB1CB3|O ||
, u3 = u1 ∧ u2 (1)

Any platform point M can be expressed as B1M = aMu1 + bMu2 + cMu3

where aM , bM , cM are constants in terms of these 3 points. Hence, in
the case of the Inverse kinematics problem (IKP), the constants are noted
aBi

, bBi
, cBi

, i = i . . . 6 and can explicitly be deduced from CBC by solving
the following linear system of equations :

B1Bi|Rb1
= aBiu1 + bBiu2 + cBiu3 , i = 1 . . . 6. (2)

where aBi
, bBi

and cBi
are parameters only depending of platform geometry.

Using the relations in Equation(2), the distance constraint equations l2i =
||AiBiO||

2
, i = 1 . . . 6 can be expressed. Therefore, for i = 1 . . . 6, the

IKP is obtained by isolating the li actuator variables in the six following
equations:

l2i = (xi −OAix)2 + (yi −OAiy)2 + (zi −OAiz)2 , i = 1 . . . 3 (3)
l2i = ||Bi|b1 −OAi|O ||

2 , i = 4 . . . 6 (4)

The IKP comprises the first 6 equations in terms of 3 point variables :
x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, x3, y3, z3, (4).

The meta-heuristic techniques need one objective function to be min-
imised thereby requiring conversion of the non-linear equation problem into
an optimisation one where the IKP is integrated into one single objective
function (f itness function) representing the total error on each kinematics
chain lengths. Let lgi be the length of kinematics chain i and Hi = l2i from
Equation (4), the fitness function is set to :

∑6
i=1(sqrt(Hi)−lgi)2 containing

the 6 kinematics chain length objectives. Preliminary tests with GAs led to
several solutions which were NOT in correspondence with the exact proven
ones, (Rolland and Chandra, 2009). This function is then augmented by
the 3 constant distances between the 3 distinct platform points : B1, B2

and B3:

G1 = ||B2B1C ||
2 − (x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 + (z2 − z1)2

G2 = ||B3B1C ||
2 − (x3 − x1)2 + (y3 − y1)2 + (z3 − z1)2

G3 = ||B3B2C ||
2 − (x3 − x2)2 + (y3 − y2)2 + (z3 − z2)2

(5)
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The final fitness function includes the 9 single objectives obtained from
the 6 kinematics chain lengths and 3 platform distance constraints :

3∑
k=1

(sort(Hk)− kgk)2 +
3∑

n=1

(Gn)2 (6)

3 Solving with genetic algorithms

Real coded genetic algorithms (RCGA) are coding with real numbers, main-
taining precision, requiring smaller solutions and reducing the computation
time. A number of possible random solutions (chromosomes or individuals)
constitute the initial population. Each chromosome is evaluated accord-
ing to its f itness. Two or more solutions (parents) are selected from the
population to produce new solutions (offsprings) by applying operators like
selection, crossover and mutation. Offsprings are added to the population
while the least fit members are removed. The selected common 3 genetic
operators are :

Selection operator: It ensures that the fittest chromosome qualities
survive in future generations. Some common selection strategies are rank
selection, roulette wheel selection and the elitist strategy.

Crossover operator: It exchanges genetic material from selected par-
ents. Some common crossover operators are flat crossover, simple crossover,
arithmetic crossover, blend crossover, linear breeder crossover and Wright’s
heuristic crossover.

Mutation operator: It provides random diversity in the population.
Some common mutation operators are random uniform mutation and Michalewicz
non-uniform mutation. In uniform mutation, a random number in the range
of [a, b] is added to a selected gene where a and b are the highest and low-
est values in the chromosome, respectively. In non-uniform mutation, the
strength of mutation is decreased with generation number increase.

3.1 Hybridization of genetic algorithms

Hybrid meta-heuristic and Memetic algorithms refer to algorithms where
two or more heuristic search techniques are combined providing intensifica-
tion and diversification, respectively, at different points during the search
process. Memetic algorithms combine population based evolutionary algo-
rithms with local search approaches in-order to provide an improved solution
with faster global convergence. The local search provides for intensification
while retaining the diversification through the population during the search
process.
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The implemented Hybrid GA-SA approach combines both algorithms in
parallel where the GA uses the SA for a predefined number of iterations
during the search process after the crossover operation, (R. Chandra and
Rolland, 2009). In this approach, the SA replaces the mutation operator.

3.2 G3-PCX genetic algorithm

The generalized generation gap (G3) with parent-centric crossover (PCX)
operator, (K. Deb and Joshi, 2002), differs from standard genetic algorithms
in terms of selection and offspring creation. The population is randomly
initialised and evaluated similarly to standard GAs. Then, a small subpop-
ulation is made of a few chosen parents and children. At each generation,
only the subpopulation is evaluated where the best individual is retained.
The new children become part of the main population.

The parent centric crossover operator is used for creating an offspring
based on the orthogonal distance between parents. The female parent points
to the search areas and the male parent is used to determine the search ex-
tent. The offsprings extract values from intervals associated with the female
and male neighbourhood using probability distribution, with range depend-
ing on the distance between male and female parent genes. The parent-
centric crossover operator assigns more probability to create an offspring
near the female.

The G3-PCX algorithm amendments led to a mutation operator retain-
ing diversity and being self-adaptive, (Jason et al., 2007). Further amend-
ments have been done by introducing a female and male differentiation
process which selects the population male and female individuals, (Garcia-
Martinez et al., 2008b).

4 Results and Analysis

4.1 Configuration for the FKP of 6-6 general Parallel Manipula-
tor

The proposed FKP example of a typical 6-6 hexapod has the configu-
ration shown on Table 1 where the fixed base and mobile platform joint
coordinates, OAO, CBC are given. The actuator variables are set to li =
1250, i = 1, . . . , 6.

4.2 Experimental Set-up

The implemented G3-PCX algorithm performance is compared with the
simulated annealing one and the genetic algorithm one hybrided with simu-
lated annealing. The G3-PCX algorithm uses 2 offsrpings, 2 parents and a
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Table 1. Parallel manipulator configuration table

Joint Coordinates Respective Values
OA1(x) OA1(y) OA1(z) 464.141 389.512 -178.804
OA2(x) OA2(y) OA2(z) 569.471 207.131 -178.791
OA3(x) OA3(y) OA3(z) 529.050 -597.151 -178.741
CB1(x) CB1(y) CB1(z) 68.410 393.588 236.459
CB2(x) CB2(y) CB2(z) 375.094 -137.623 236.456
CB3(x) CB3(y) CB3(z) 306.664 -256.012 236.461

Table 2. An evaluation of the best method for the FKP

Algo Pop NFE Fitness CPU
SA – 709300 ± 149900 0.004 ± 0.0006 3.19 ± 0.66
Hyb 40 – 0.006 ± 0.0003 56.39 ± 4.66
G3 100 247091 ± 2815 3.60E-18 ± 3.07E-18 1.50 ± 0.09
G3 150 151790 ± 4904 2.75E-19 ± 2.13E-19 1.18 ± 0.05
G3 200 132851 ± 5174 3.09E-20 ± 1.91E-20 0.73 ± 0.03
G3 250 116164 ± 3951 1.44E-20 ± 4.02E-21 0.95 ± 0.05
G3 300 117438 ± 1918 1.94E-20 ± 1.32E-20 1.03 ± 0.05

population size of either 100, 150, 200, 250 or 300. The initial solutions are
selected in the range [−1000, 1000] deliberately chosen large to provide the
GA with a greater search space. For each trials, a total of 100 experiments
with different initial positions were done. The search process is terminated
when the algorithm reaches either the maximum training time or the fitness
value of 1E-20. An experimental run was considered successful when the
algorithm terminated by obtaining an error of 1E-20. The experiments were
performed on an IBM compatible PC with 1.74 GHz dual core processors
with Linux as the operating system.

4.3 Results

The results obtained with simulated annealing (SA), Hybrid GA-SA
(Hyb) and G3-PCX (G3) are compiled in Table 4 showing population size
(Pop), number of function evaluations (NFE) for 100 experimental runs (the
mean and 95 percent confidence interval), the fitness, CPU response time
in seconds and success rate. The optimisation performance is given by the
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Table 3. FKP Unique Solutions

No. x1, y1, z1 x2, y2, z2

1 -68.3187, 917.379, 821.976 -375.049, 430.181, 610.328
2 185.472, -539.987, -966.61 761.004, -518.48, -1177.66
3 -125.675, -427.508, -918.336 -432.246, 103.767, -919.18
4 67.7181, -616.597, 449.881 373.604, -363.006, 917.177
5 -68.1685, 917.387, -1178.05 -374.843, 430.066, -966.607
6 -127.172, 506.525, 917.082 -499.754, 367.052, 450.21
7 185.446, -539.781, 610.843 761.051, -518.405, 821.702
8 -68.3917, -394.265, -993.816 -375.024, 136.976, -994.343
9 -125.705, -427.868, 561.915 -431.976, 103.579, 563.519
10 -68.2931, -394.147, 637.993 -375.098, 136.994, 638.259
11 68.116, -616.726, -805.925 374.52, -363.503, -1273.08
12 112.655, 417.050, 1021.28 420.437, -113.526, 1021.04
13 112.496, 418.835, -1377.19 419.065, -112.442, -1377.16
14 -127.162, 505.756, -1273.17 -499.804, 366.797, -806.191
15 68.204, 392.804, -1363.68 375.287, -138.177, -1363.68
16 68.3473, 392.975, 1007.72 375.18, -138.15, 1007.67

number of function evaluations and the CPU time. The SA success rate
reduces to 52 % compared with others which all reach 100 %.

4.4 Discussion

Hybrid GA-SA and SA can solve the FKP problem but only the G3-PCX
algorithm obtained all 16 solution shown in Table 3. The SA performed bet-
ter in terms of response time but its success rate is lower. The G3-PCX
has outperformed the two other methods in terms of response times, success
rates and fitness. The different population sizes influenced the overall per-
formance of the algorithm. Population size of 200 leads to better response
times being as low as 0.73 s. It is important to do trial experiments to
determine the optimal population size.

5 Conclusion

The use of the parent-centric crossover operator with the generalized gener-
ation gap in the G3-PCX algorithm has shown to be effective in completely
solving the forward kinematics of the 6-6 general parallel manipulator. The
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method provided all distinct real solutions to an acceptable accuracy level
with adequate response times.

Future work should aim at reducing the response times in order to allow
for path planning and trajectory pursuit simulation.
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